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Photoemission has failed so far to allow detailed spectroscopic investigations of the inner valence
ionization region of adsorbed molecules. From the point of view of the gas phase the inner valence
region appears particularly interesting becausehere the silple one electron picture of photoemission
is known to break down/ii. In other words, instead of observing only one inner valence ion state, for
example, the 30 ion state in CO, a whole series of ion states, due to shake-upsatellites is found
experimentally/II. These shakeup satellites partly borrow their intensity from the outer valence
ionizations/sf.
Therefore, the intensity of these lines is rather low. Only very few attempts have been
published to spectroscopically investigate the inner valence region of adsorbedCO/4,5f. Several groups
have, recently, chosena different approach/i-II/: Electron spectroscopy via autoionization of highly
excited states of the adsorbate. These highly excited states are populated through core-to-bound
excitations with synchrotron radiation, and decay radiationless into valence ion states of the
adsorbate. If we record the photoelectron spectrum and the autoionization spectrum with the sale photon
energy hv we can put photoemission and autoionisation spectra on a common
bipding energy scale relative
to Er. Of course, for photon energies different frol the resonanceenergies, autoionization does not
occur, while photoelission is still possible. In other words, at particular photon energies Ie expect
to find the superposition of the photoelectron and the autoionization spectrul in an electron spectrum
of an adsorbate. This is shownin Fig.l whereelectron spectra of a CO(2x1}P2mg/Ni(1101
adsorbate are
plotted for different
photon energies. The spectra were recorded in near normal incidence with
(100) polarization
and near norlal elission employing light fro! the exit slit of a high energy-TGmonochromatorat the BESSY
storage ring.
The lowest spectrul shows for comparisonthe spectrul of a clean Ni(1101 surface taken with hv=288eV.
Except for the d- and s-bands (and valence shake-ups) of clean Ri(110) there are no intense features
found below 10 eV binding energy. UponCO adsorption the photoelectron spectrum taken with 278 eV
photon energy showsvery low intense 50/111-and 40-features at -8 eV and 11 eV, as expected, but hardly
any structure below 15eV binding energy. If the photon energy is increased to 288.0 eV, an energy for
which the clean Ni(1101 spectrul is shownbelow, we are in resonancewith the lowest energy C1s~211
excitation, which decays into the valence ion states and leads to the observedintense adsorbate
spectrum with six features as indicated. The intensity of these features is drastically attenuated if
we change from near-normal to near-grazing light incidence. This attenuation documments
the dipole
selection rules for the initial C1~21Iexcitation: The COlolecules are titled only slightly frol norlal
orientation (-20') so that a C1s~21I-excitation exhibits its highest oszillator strength for near (20')normal light incidence, because the polarization vector should be oriented perpendicular to the C-Oband axis. Thus, it is clear that the observed intensity (spectrum C) is proportional to the population
of the resonance state, as expected for autoionization. Uponincreasing the photon energy to 304 eV
(spectrul D! we reach the region of the Cls~-shape resonanceexcitation, which is a core-to-continuum
excitation/IS/.
Therefore, the dolinant decay mechanism in the latter case is Auger decay, i.e. a
radiationless transItion
from a core-hole state to a two-valence-hole state. In this case, the Auger
IVV-transitions appear as low intense features at higher binding energy, becausethey stay fixed in
kinetic energy while the photemission peaks shift. This is doculented by the spectrum taken with
hv=320eV. With this photon energy one is well abovethe core-ionization threshold. The Auger peaks are
shifted with respect to the previous spectrul by the difference in photon energy. Finally, we reach the
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Fig.l. Normal e.ission electron spectra/Z7!for variousphoton energiesas indicated. Thosespectra
taken in resonancewith a core-to-boundexcitation are marked.
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01s~2nresonance, and we observe resonanceenhancedfeatures at the sale binding energy position as in
the case of the Cls~2n induced spectrul.
To interpret the autoionization spectra of the adsorbate, we have to consider the different
element, governing a photon induced dipole transition
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in photoemission with respect to a radiationless transition
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in autoionization.
It has been shown numerically/lt/
that this accounts for the experilental
observations in gas phase CO/1S-ll/. It is therefore near at hand to try a corresponding interpretation
in the adsorbate case in Fiq.l. The bands at binding energies abovethe photoelission features at 8eV
and lleV correspond to shake-up states which are very weakin photoelission and have so far not all
been observed in photoelission spectra of adsorbedmolecules. However,theoretical calculations have
predicted the existance of such states/l'/.
Fiq.2 showsan autoionization spectrum in colparison with a calculated photoelission spectrul of a NizCOcluster. The character of the states, as given by the calculation is indicated. In the photoelectron
spectra the Sa/ln and 4a ionization are lost intense. Thesestates are partially screened/l'-ZS/, and
they correspond to confiqurations K-1Sa-'(ln-lj2n and K-14a"'2n of the adsorbate whereK denotes a
letallevel.
In order to deduce from this calculation how the relative intensities of the various
states changewhengoinq frol photoionization to autoionization we resort to the qualitative discussion
of autoionization latrix elelents outlined in ref./14/. In general, the intensity of an autoionization
decay is given by equation (2). A more detailed analysis/lt/
showsthat the cijlculation can, under
certain approxilations, be reduced to latrix ele.ents of the type:
( tl.,t,
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)

where the tl are one-electron ievels and the index v stands for valence. The autoionization intensity
for the screenedSa/ln and 4a states is small becauseit is governed by matrix elements of the type
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where tll is the continuul orbital of the outqoinq electron charactized by the angular momentum
quantum
numbersI andI. This has to be colpared with matrix elements of type
( tl1t4r

Il/rlJ

I t!ltl!

) etc.

for the free molecule. In the latter case all active orbitals are localized on the molecule, i.e. in
the same reqion of space, leading to large coulombmatrix elements, while in the former case, the
involved metal orbital is spatially reloved form the molecule reducing the coulomb latrix element
considerably. A different situation is expected for the uncreened state, i.e. configurations of type
Sa-!, 4a-t or In-t.
Their intentsity
should be large, as are the spectator decay lines in the free
lolecule. These unscreened states, which are the intense states in photoelission in the gas phase,
correspond to shake up satellites with rather low intensity in the case of photoelectron spectra of
adsorbates, and are situated at higher binding energy than the screened states. The presented
calculation places the lines involving the Sa-t unscreenedstates at little
lower bindinq energies as
colpared with the K-t4a-t2n screened ion state. However,the shake-up states involving the 4a-t
confiquration are situated several eV below those involving the 50-t shake-ups. Weexpect the So-t
sha'keup states to exhibit larger intensities as colpared with the 40-t shakeup states for the Cls~2n
decay because of the preferential localization
of the 5a-t confiquration on the carbon atom. We
identify peak (11 in Fiq.2 as a 50-l shake-up state, becauseits intensity is attenuated in the Ols~2n
decay spe~tru.. The calculation places the 4a-t shake-up states into the flank of the most intense
peak. The most intense peak appears to be a superposition of states lainly due to 5a-tln-t2n, and Inz2n confiqurations which is consistent with its larqe intensity in both the Cls~2n and Ols~2n decay
spectra. In the reqion below the most intense peak, the situation becoles rather complicated, because
manyconfiqurations start to lix and an assiqn.ent has to await moredetailed explicite calculations of
the autoionization intensities. However, there is reason to believe, that we can also achieve lore
detailed experimental information. As Ulbach and Hussain!16! demonstrated, electron emission via
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Fiq.2. Assiqnment/Z7/
of the CO/2xl)P2Iq/Ni/110)
autoionization spectrul after Cls-.2aexcitation on the
basis of a Niz-COcluster calculation/It/.
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Fig.J. Normal elission autoionization spectrum of a COz/Ni(1101adsorbate (difference betweenadsorbate
spectrum and free surface spectrum! in colpariosn with the CO2gas phase spectrul/2ll.
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core-to-bound excitation.
The reason is that this state carries no electron density at the carbon atol
due to the inversion sYlltery which is not broken via the core-to-bound excitation. Aqain, sililar to
the case of the COadsorbates, the inner valence shake up states qain lost of the autoionization
intensity.
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